Anisfield School of Business (ASB)
Tim Haase, Chair (Economics)
Arrlette Espinal (Graduate Program Coordinator)
Yongbum Kim (Accounting)
Changhee Lee (Accounting)
Billy Jones (Marketing)
Enrique Nunez (Management)
Sridevi Shivarajan (Management)
Malavika Sundararajan (Management)

Contemporary Arts (CA)
Gilad Cohen, Chair (Music)
Zach Layton (Contemporary Arts Contract)
Jackie Skrzynski (Visual Arts)
Sarah Stackhouse (Communication Arts)
Daniel Ciba (Theater)

Salameno School of Humanities and Global Studies (SSHGS)
Stacie Taranto, Chair (History)
John Gronbeck Tedesco (American Studies)
Patricia Ard (Literature)
Rebecca Root (International Studies)
Dean Chen (Political Science)
Pinar Kayaalp (Liberal Studies)
Paula Straile-Costa (Spanish & School Core)
David Colman (Africana Studies)
Lisa Cassidy (Philosophy)

Social Science and Human Services (SSHS)
Shazielra Ishak, Chair (Psychology)
Kristin Kenneavy (Sociology)
Emily Leskinnen (Social Science Contract)
Eva Ogens (Teacher Education - Math / Science)
Lysandra Perez-Strumolo (Psychology)
Leah Warner (Psychology)

Theoretical and Applied Sciences (TAS)
Caroline Brisson, Chair (Engineering Physics)
Jay Carreon (Chemistry)
Paramjeet Bagga (Bioinformatics)
Yan Xu (Biology)
Sourav Dutta (Computer Science)
Emma Rainforth (Environmental Science)
Maxim Goldberg (Math)
Anne Marie Fiatekval (Nursing)